Subscription Plan Pricing:
Silver Plan – $95.00 up to 100 accounts each month accepted from the network or entered by you.
Platinum Plan – $195.00 Unlimited accounts each month accepted from the network or entered by you.
For each account over your plan limit except Platinum Plan, you will be charged $2.00 from your
RepoSystems Wallet.
Our Setup Fee is $250.00
Your subscription will begin on the 10th day AFTER your initial sign up.
Your billing date is the date that you sign up. The subscription “counts” or “limits” are reset on the 1st of
every month, every calendar month. They are not reset on your billing date.
You are allowed to change your subscription plan free of any service charge 2 (two) times in any 1 year
period. Each subsequent change will incur a $100 change fee.

RepoPath (iPhone/Android) - Free with Silver or Platinum Subscription

VIN2Plate:
If you utilize our VIN 2 Plate service by requesting a license plate during account creation, editing of an
account or utilizing any of our bulk upload services (and request the license plate) we charge $.35 (35 cents)
per transaction.
VIN2Plate requests are processed IMMEDIATELY with response within seconds of purchase.
Want to reduce your VIN2Plate purchases as low as 25 cents each!!!!???!?!? Call us, we have minimum
usage plans available.

Skip Tracing Module: (additional fee(s) to your monthly subscription)
Our skip trace technology is based upon a "wallet" prepay system. However, for larger clients, we can
implement a monthly billing for usage by your employees. Contact us for details.
You will be scheduled for an onsite visit to assure that you are "who you say you are"
and that you follow certain privacy practices.
To get started, all we need to do is send you the credentialing paperwork and you fax it back to us.
We will need to collect the credentialing fee.
Below are descriptions and pricing for the skip trace searches within RepoSystems.
Report Name
People Search Report

Trace Detail Report

Mega Phone Search Report

Price

Descriptions
$1.30 People Search products check
millions of public records like phone
bills, electric bills, co-signers on
leases and loans, etc. in order to help
you find an individual and inform
you of their personal history. Our
advanced People Search report
contains credit bureau header files
as well as over 200 telephone
databases including 411 and the
major telephone RBOC.
$4.45
The Trace Detail Report can verify
the individual's address and will
lead you to associates, neighbors
and relatives to complete your
collection skip trace efforts. *
Verified and/or Shared Addresses
* Roommates
* Friends
* Associates
* Relatives
* Current and Previous Neighbors
$1.30 phone searches should be your
primary search for finding an
individual's current phone number.
Reverse phone lookup products
search multiple phone databases to
cover multiple listings and offer the
best chance of a direct match. Phone
searches give you every phone and
cellular directory available with a
90% success rate on direct matches.

Reverse Phone Search Report

Property Search - Deed or Assessor Record

Motor Vehicle Search

VIN Report
Tag Report
Business Name Search
Property Report - Deed or Assessor Record

Motor Vehicle Report

$0.40 Quickly conduct a reverse lookup
find out who is behind a number
with reserve phone searches that
search multiple databases to return
all matching individuals and
businesses. Query a phone number
and get results with a full name,
address, and other available
information, such as when phone
was connected.
$5.70 Property Search allows you to
investigate people by searching
property ownership in an
individual's name or performing a
reverse property search to find the
owner or seller of an address. You
may also investigate people by
searching property ownership and
receiving the information you need
to determine the value of the
property owned by an individual
when collecting unpaid debt. This
report also identifies third parties
that may be able to assist your skip
tracing efforts.
$4.45 The Motor Vehicle Search validates
applicant information with data
obtained directly from state DMV
databases and other government
agencies while verifying the driver's
motor vehicle records such as their
registration data and lien
information.
$4.45 same as Motor Vehicle Search
$4.45 same information as the Motor
Vehicle Search
$1.90 Returns Name Address and Phone
number of the business
$2.80 Any property associated with an
individual from the deed or the tax
assessor
$2.55 The Motor Vehicle Report validates
applicant information with data
obtained directly from state DMV
databases and other government
agencies while verifying the driver's
motor vehicle records such as their
registration data and lien
information.

Business Name Report
2 Credit Bureaus Header

Criminal National Search

OFAC/Patriot Act Search
SSN Validation
Driver’s Licenses Search
Driver’s License Verifier
MVR Driver Records

$1.65 Returns Name Address and Phone
number of the business
$1.30 Searches two credit bureaus for the
subjects information,. Does not give
credit rating
$5.70 Any Criminal Activity,
incarcerations etc regarding an
individual
$1.30 Searches regarding any individual
that is placed on the OFAC database
$1.10 Returns Name Address and Phone
number of the person
$4.45 Returns Name Address and Phone
number of the person
$3.80 Returns Name Address and Phone
number of the person
$12.65 Returns Name Address and Phone
number of the person, and any
tickets, or warrants that have been
associated with the individual

Here is the process:
1) we collect the credentialing fee (must be done before application is provided)
2) we send you the credentialing application
3) you complete the application and send/fax it back to us
4) 3rd party schedules an appointment to inspect
5) when inspection is completed the file goes to our provider for approval
6) once approved we are provided a username and key combination that we set in your
RepoSystems profile
7) you can begin to use the skip trace tools once funds have been added to your
RepoSystems Wallet

Notice of additional charges or fees:
Adding funds to your RepoSystems Wallet – we charge a $3 minimum processing fee if the amount is less
than $92.50 and 3.25 percent if the amount exceeds $92.50. The processing/convenience fee will be
deducted from your RepoSystems Wallet at the time of the transaction.
Minimum amount you can add to your wallet is $25
Fees for requesting a withdrawal from your RepoSystems Wallet – We charge a minimum fee of $10 per
withdrawal transaction from your RepoSystems Wallet. Withdrawal requests in excess of $500.00 will incur
a processing fee of 2%. The amount is deducted from the amount that you are requesting to withdrawal, and
the total funds MUST be available in your RepoSystems Wallet.

